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About This Game

Spheria is a simple arcade game where you roll your POWERFUL BALL through stages of mystique and wonder. Play with
your various balls, unlock new balls, get all ball-related achievements and attempt to trounce the highest score on online

highscore leaderboards... all the while laughing maniacally!

Control the destiny of your balls. Your life depends on it.

Play with your diverse array of unique balls

Discover 20+ unique levels with progressive difficulty

Challenge yourself! It's easy to learn, yet hard to master

Show off your best scores in online leaderboards

Rock out to a completely original OST
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Did we forget to mention that you get to play with balls?
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Genre: Casual, Indie
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Daydream Software
Release Date: 1 Apr, 2016
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I am so confused menus just disappear and leave you stranded, can\u2019t start from scratch?. An excellent volume where you
get to befriend a cool lesbian and two of my favorite \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s in one package deal..
Really good story and atmosphere!
There are absolutly no jumpscares, but it's a good dark story with some flashbacks of her life with well chosen ambient sounds.
It's absolutly worth the money, but don't expect real horror. It's more exploration, story telling and psychological horror.

Support the developers and enjoy the storyline!. Art of any form is subjective, but there's no denying well a game is actually
well-made, with quality elements to offer. While one might not like a particular game, there's no denying (for those who aren't
ignorant) when a game is genuinely well-crafted, and this game is an example of such.

Visually, it's extremely high-fidelity and extremely detailed, with great lighting and outstanding detail. World and map design is
excellent. Gameplay is smooth, intutive, solid and extremely enjoyable, between the weapons themselves and ability to mix-and-
match weapons in right and left hand, as well as special ability and weapon drops. Weapons are creative and combat is actually
visceral for a top-down shooter. Last, but certainly not least ... gore! Copious amounts of (llama) gore.

I'm not actually a huge fan of top-down shooters, though I've played a fair amount in my time. By far, this is the one of the most
well-designed and excellent experiencces of any I've played. It just happens to be llamas.

There's a great contrast between the actually great dark atmosphere and incredible visuals that you would expect from, say, a
serious zombie game (which the dev should actually consider, because the environment is already there for it) and the fact that
you're slaughtering hordes of llamas. It's an excellent contrast.

The dev is also an extremely nice guy who I had the pleasure of speaking with in a stream, so congrats for making an overall
excellent game!. This game should open with a big BOOMING voice, saying the "BOOK OF LEGENDS!!!!!" Epic music, as a
brother gets a raging clue with his sister in their quest to find the sword excalibur. When you find the sword, you know it is the
correct sword, because it will say EXCALIBUR SWORD on the blade, with made in china maybe on the other side who knows.
There are shady guys who will ask you to steal priceless artifacts, from crowns, to terra cotta warriors, jade statues, paying you
80$ for these priceless treasures, the economy of the hidden object world sucks.

This puzzle game is for advanced hidden object hunters only, this game runs on nightmare difficulty. New players may want to
avoid this game until they bone up on their Hidden Object skillz. There is a hint button to press, or keep pressing, but why
bother with a puzzle game if its just to beat the game, its not an RPG with some epic story, the fun is in the puzzles. What
makes it difficult is often there will be objects the game looks for that you cant click to see what they are, meaning if the name
of an item appears like a censer and you don't know what that is you are SOL. Other items are hidden behind other items or
photoshopped to have the same color pallete as the foreground, also the image quality is a bit fuzzy for some of the images as in
low res making it hard to make out what an object is. Whats nice is this isnt a typical hidden object game where a flea market
throws up random objects everywhere, all items fit the scenes.

Sir Bridget Doyle's tip: In this game the rooms are layed out like real rooms, no floating objects or anything, its best to picture
yourself in the scene hunting for the object, try to build a 3 dimensional image of the scene using the power of imagination to
overcome that hint button!

Advanced Players: Rating: 10\/10 Value: $9.99
Beginner Players: Rating 1\/10 Value: $0.99 <---Its real hard new Hidden Object Hunters will just keep hitting the hint button
making the puzzles useless since their puzzles.. I play this game for 3 hours now and i think it's SO cool! Not to easy, not to
hard, it's perfect :) You also need to think a lot. If you find an item, you need it for a room that's far, far away sometimes, so
you have a lot of time (couple of hours) to play it. I'm really excited how it will end :)
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Full disclosure: I was NOT in the beta, and I don't know the developer apart from a short discussion in the last 2 days about
some (mostly self caused) trouble I had with the game. I have about one hour gameplay by now, but considering this game is
flying deep under the radar due to the same-day release of a similar but much more hyped VR game I decided to write a review.

In Always Higher, you start at the bottom of a cylindrical structure, and must get to the top. along the whole height of the
structure are plaforms with inbuilt teleporter which must be activated to move forward. Along the way you meet enemies and
turrets, you find new weapons and energy cubes, and from time to time you find a teleporter which sends you somewhere else.
So the flow is : shoot enemies, active teleporter through a (so far) easy reaction mini-game, teleport to the next highest platform,
repeat.

At its most basic, Always Higher is a room scale, 360 degrees wave shooter. Where it differs from any other VR wave shooter
I've tried so far is that it includes (if the first, not mandatory, one is representative of something players meet later on, then
NON-trivial) puzzles. Also, despite involving teleporting, it makes actual sense and doesn't feel like a cop-out. There is a story,
but how much or how well this story develops I can not tell yet.
The environment (so far) is basic but works and fits the theme very well, the enemies are not particularly tough, but takes
strangely human tactics at times (extending their arm past the shield and shooting while staying hidden ... the typical SPT n00b
tactic;). Graphically the game is everything but ugly too. The humanoid animation is slightly awkward sometimes, but I've seen
way worse.

The weapons are the only slight negative I can find: I have two so far, plus a shield, and everything feels ~wimpy~. The weapon
noise is a literal "pew pew" without any bass or power to it, and nothing seems to register when the shield is hit. Also, both
seems to have a wild spreading pattern making it sometimes a bit hard to correctly aim (or maybe it's my tracking that is off?
but I don't have this problem in other games).
Oh .. and the music .. big negative point! There is only one single track, and it is awesome! The game needs more of those! :)

All in all, if you would like to try a different kind of (story) shooter, that isn't all hectic and chaos, and even presents you with
puzzles, AND YOU HAVE THE SPACE(!) then get this. It is still a bit raw around the edges, but it is somehow more intriguing
and feels more interesting than its competitors.. Good Soundtrack, definitely worth the price.
Unveil's English is kinda funny but it's still a good song to listen to.. Got this game for about $0.48... I'd say this game is easily
worth $5.00. The music in it is just amazing and I love how true this game is. For instance, Frederic had this horrible phobia of
being buried alive so in his will, he stated that he wanted his heart removed from his chest and in this game, he's trying to find it.
Pretty cool stuff man.. GRIS is one of the best examples of a good art game. It tells you something deep and artistic, but it
doesn't stop being a video game. It's a fun little platforming adventure, but the selling point is the atmosphere it creates. The way
they tell you the story with the art, music, symbols and mehanics supporting it is quite amazing, and once you realise the story it
will be quite a punch. Really good indie game, i would recommend buying it and supporting the devs.. 10\/10 would waste
money for these freakin achievement games again. i quite like this game. i just wish they would add more. all the bad reviews
are just about how little content there currently is. understand that they WILL add more content, just give them time.. Fleet
Scrapper is a game that I enjoyed very much during my playthrough. I was not able to play during Alpha nor Beta testing and
this was my first gameplay. I was not disappointed when playing this game. The creators of this game took their time to make it
well thought out game design and visually appealing. The game difficult keeps you interested and you can change it at any point
if you feel that the game is too hard.

One of the great things about this game is the different ships you can unlock during the gameplay. Each ship has a unique
design, followed by their capabilities. There is even a special ship you can unlock after dying a certain amount of times. Each
unlock is different as previously stated. The story is good and the characters in the story has subtle humor, making likeable
characters. I even laughed at a few of their interactions.

As for my final thoughts on this game, if you're looking for a good time to spend countless hours on something that is
challenging, Fleet Scrapper is the game to play. You get rewards via ship unlocks that gets you excited to play the game even
more. I feel that the creators spent a lot of time and work to put together this finished game. Although the game is simple, it is
very addicting. Once you start playing, it is hard to stop playing the game, trying to beat your own record on previous levels, or
progressing through the game. On a side note; do you feel like you want an extreme challenge? Play on Rogue level! That is
where one mistake can end your run. I found it very enjoyable, trying to not make a mistake on the rogue level.

My personal rating that I would give is 10\/10. I feel it is a cheap and fun game to play. I would highly recommend Fleet
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Scrapper. You could spend hours on it at a time, and you would still have a lot of fun.
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